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Scheduling Parallel Programs withCommunication Delays on Multi-Levels VirtualDistributed SystemsJean-Yves Colin, Mustafa Nakechbandi, Patrice Colin and Fr�ed�eric GuinandLaboratoire d'Informatique du Havre, Universit�e du HavrePlace Robert-Schuman, 76610 Le Havre, FranceJean-Yves.Colin@iut.univ-lehavre.frAbstract. A set of tasks has to be scheduled on the parallel identical pro-cessors of the clusters of a multi-levels distributed memory multiprocessor,subject to precedence constraints and small communication delays insidethe lowest-level clusters. The architecture model includes networks of sharedmemory multiprocessors. In this paper, we present a new critical-path likealgorithm that �nds an optimal solution to this new problem in polynomialtime, if task duplication is allowed and the number of available processorsis not limited. The solution found is an earliest schedule that spreads thetasks between the multi-levels clusters and the processors.1 IntroductionFor compilers and schedulers to take advantage of distributed memory multiproces-sor architectures, new scheduling problems have to be solved e�ciently. The mainreason why these problems di�er from classical scheduling problems is that inter-processor communication delays must be taken into account. The execution of atask cannot start before all results from its predecessors have been transmitted tothe processor that has to execute it. These communication delays themselves highlydepend on the way tasks are mapped onto processors.Several studies are currently available on many aspects of this problem. A verygood survey can be found in [2]. More recently, in [1] are presented and analysedmodels for designing parallel programs. And in [5] is used a list algorithm to scheduletasks, and give a bound on the performances of the result.In the �rst part of this paper, we extend the now classical scheduling problemwith communication delays and duplication to consider the problem of schedulinga set of tasks on the parallel identical processors of the clusters of a multi-levelsdistributed memorymultiprocessor, subject to precedence constraints. In the secondpart, we propose a new critical-path like algorithm that �nds an optimal solutionto this problem, if task duplication is allowed and the lowest-level communicationdelays are small. The solution found is an earliest schedule that spreads the tasksbetween the multi-levels clusters and the processors.We end with some concluding remarks in the third part.2 The mL VDS Scheduling Problem2.1 Multi-Levels Distributed Memory ArchitecturesMany scheduling problems with communication delays deal with one-level commu-nication networks. For example, a Virtual Distributed System (VDS) is a one-leveldistributed memory multiprocessor architecture with a non limited number of iden-tical processors and a complete communication network between these processors,so that each processor is directly connected to each other [3]. In a VDS scheduling



problem, a set of tasks has to be scheduled on the processors of a VDS, subject toprecedence constraints. In [3], a polynomial algorithm named VDSOPT is presentedthat builds an optimal solution to this VDS scheduling problem, if the communica-tions delays are small. The overall complexity of the whole algorithm is O(n2). Itsproof can be found too in [4]. Furthermore, if communication delays are large, theVDS scheduling problem is NP-hard in most cases.Although many distributed memory multiprocessors are one-level architectures,others however have a more complex structure that groups their processors intoclusters to reduce costs. The processors located inside the same cluster use a veryfast but small and expensive local communication network (or an even faster sharedmemory) to communicate, while those located on di�erent clusters must use thecheaper and slower but larger global communication network linking the clusters toexchange datas. Furthermore, this idea is often extended to consider larger clustersof clusters, where processors located inside di�erent clusters of clusters must usean even cheaper and slower communication network, etc... An example of a 4-levelsarchitecture is a network of workstations, in which each workstation includes severalgeneral purpose processors linked by a shared memory, the workstations are linkedinto small clusters of workstations by very fast specialized networks (such as crossbaror omega networks), the small clusters are locally linked into local clusters by fastlocal area networks, and the local clusters are grouped into large clusters by a slowerlocal or wide area network.In the following problem, we consider mL VDS, a m-levels VDS architecturewhere identical processors are grouped into 1st-level clusters (either made of a sharedmemory, inside which communication delays are considered negligible, or made ofa very fast network), the 1st-level clusters are grouped into 2nd-level clusters, the2nd-level clusters are grouped into 3rd-level clusters, etc... up to the (m-2)th-levelclusters that are grouped into (m-1)th-level clusters. Each level u is composed of anon limited number of (u-1)-level clusters, and each 1st-level cluster is composed ofa non limited number of processors. A complete communication network (or maybea shared memory in the 1st-level clusters) links the processors of its components,and only these processors.2.2 The New ProblemA mL VDS scheduling problem may then be speci�ed by the four parameters(I; U; p; C).1. I = f1; 2; : : : ; ng is a set of n tasks. The processing time of task i is pi.2. G = (I; U ) is a directed acyclic graph that models the precedence constraints,3. To each arc (i; j) of U is associated a set C(i; j) of C of positive communicationtimes fci;j(1); ci;j(2); : : : ; ci;j(m)g, with ci;j(u� 1) � ci;j(u), where ci;j(u) rep-resents the communication delay if i and j are executed inside the same u-levelcluster but in di�erent (u-1)-level clusters (if i and j are executed on the sameprocessor, there is no need for a communication, so there is no communicationdelay). This value may be equal to zero.The di�erence with the VDS model is then the presence of several di�erentcommunication delays ci;j(u), in place of a lone communication delay value per arc.Figure 1 is an example of such a graph if m=2, that is in a 2L VDS schedulingproblem. The �rst value on or below an arc is ci;j(1) and the second value is ci;j(2).A task is indivisible, starts when all the pieces of informations it needs fromits predecessors are available to it, and gives all the informations needed by itssuccessors at the end of its execution.In the following, we will denote PRED(i) (respectively SUCC(i)) the set ofimmediate predecessors (resp. successors) of task i in G.



12 253342 526272 8292102 1111,21,21,2 1,21,21,21,21,21,2
1,21,21,21,21,21,2 1,21,21,2Fig. 1. Example of graph with communication delays in a 2L VDS scheduling problem:the value above each node i is the processing time pi, the �rst (resp. second) value aboveeach arc (i; j) is the communication delay ci;j(1) (resp. ci;j(2)).Task duplication is allowed, that is several instances of the same task may beexecuted on di�erent processors. This may be useful in some cases. We denotes ikthe kth instance of task i.A schedule S of a mL VDS scheduling problem is then a triple (F; t; �), where1. F (i), i 2 I is the positive number of copies of task i.2. tik is the starting time of copy ik of task i.3. �ik is the processor assigned to copy ik of task i.A schedule S must also satisfy the following conditions:1. At least one copy of each task is processed.2. At any time, a processor executes at most one copy.3. If (i; j) is an arc of G, then for any copy jl of task j, there must exist at leastone copy ik of task i such thattjl � tik + pi if �jl = �iktjl � tik + pi + ci;j(u) if �jl and �ik are not in the same (u-1)-level clusterIf, in a schedule S, ik and jl satisfy the two above inequalities, we will say thatthe Generalized Precedence Constraint is true for the two copies (in short,that GPC(ik,jl) is true). This Generalized Precedence Constraint means that atask needs its informations from one copy only of each one of its predecessors.Let Cik denote the completion time of copy ik of task i. We then wish to minimizethe makespan of the schedule, that is, the maximum task completion time Cmax =maxi�n;k�F (i)Cik.One can �rst note that the mL VDS problem is NP-hard in the general case.The proof is based on the fact that any optimal solution to the mL VDS problemis an optimal solution too to the VDS problem (placing a solution to the mL VDSproblem in one 1st-level cluster results in a solution to the VDS problem). Thus,any polynomial algorithm solving the mL VDS problem could be used to solve theVDS problem. However, the VDS problem itself is NP-hard in the general case ([6],[7]).One can note too that there already is an easy solution to this mL VDS problem,if the 1st-level communication delays are small. Again, assume that one 1st-level



cluster only will be used. This changes the problem to a simple VDS problem, wherethe communications times ci;j are the 1st-level ci;j(1) values. Using the VDSOPTalgorithm presented in [3] then gives in this case an optimal solution, and thissolution is an optimal solution too to the mL VDS problem.The solution found this way is not really an useful solution, however. So wepropose below mL VDSOPT, a new algorithm that computes an earliest schedulewhile spreading the tasks on several clusters if possible.3 The mL VDSOPT AlgorithmWe assume that the following condition holds for the processing times p and the1st-level communication delays c(1):ming2PRED(i) pg � maxh2PRED(i)�fgg ch;i(1) :Note that this is in fact the 'small communication delays' hypothesis of [2], [3]and [4], limited here to the 1st-level communication delays.The mL VDSOPT algorithm we now propose is a two steps process.First is the procedure VDSLWB that computes lower bounds of the startingtimes of any copy of each task.The second step is the recursive procedure mL VDSSOL that at each level u,schedules the copies of the tasks in these clusters if u = 1, else builds a graph ofsequences, computes the connected components of this graph, then allocates one(u-1)-level cluster to each connected component.Procedure VDSLWB can be stated as follows:For any task i such that PRED(i) = ;, let its lower bound bi be zero;While there is a task i which has not been assigned a lower bound bi and whosepredecessors in PRED(i) all have lower bounds assigned doDe�ne C = maxk2PRED(i)(bk + pk + ck;i(1))Let s be such that bs + ps + cs;i(1) = CDe�ne the lower boundbi = max(bs + ps; max(bk + pk + ck;i(1))k2PRED(i)�fsg )EndwhileThe algorithm starts by executing VDSLWB on the (I; U; p; c(1)) problem, usingthe c(1) set of communication times. An earliest execution date bi is thus computedfor each task i.Table 1 presents the computed earliest execution dates of the tasks of Fig. 1.Figure 2 is the resulting critical graph.Following C.P.M. terminology, we de�ne an arc (i; j) of U to be critical if bi +pi + ci;j(1) > bj. From this de�nition, it is clear that if (i; j) is a critical arc, thenin any earliest schedule every copy of task j must be preceded by a copy of task iexecuted on the same processor.A critical sequence of the precedence graph is a path such that all of its arcsare critical and it is not a proper subpath of a critical sequence. The critical graphof the VDS scheduling problem is the subgraph of G induced by the critical arcs.



Table 1. Earliest execution dates of tasks from Fig. 1 using the c(1) communicationstimes. task i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11lower bound bi 0 2 2 2 7 7 5 10 9 9 12
1 234 567 8910 11Fig. 2. Critical graph extracted from Fig. 1 using the c(1) communications times: thecritical sequences are (1,4), (1,3,7), (1,2,6,10), (1,2,5,9) and (8,11).The critical graph is always a forest, thus making the search of all critical sequenceseasy.The critical graph resulting from the computed lower bounds may be reducedinto a sequence graph of level u. This sequence graph is a non directed graph where:1. Each node s represents one sequence of the critical graph.2. There is an edge between two nodes s1 and s2 if there is at least one arc (i; j)of G such that i 2 s1, j 2 s2 and bi + pi + ci;j(u) > bj .The above de�nition states that there is an edge between two nodes of thesequence graph of level u if the two sequences they represent must be in the same(u-1)-level cluster.Figure 3 presents the sequence graph of level 2 resulting from the critical graphof Fig. 2. Labels on the nodes are the paths of the corresponding critical sequences.The sequence graph of Fig. 3 for example includes two connected components,one made of two nodes (sequences (1,4) and (1,3,7)) and one made of three nodes(sequences (1,2,5,9), (1,2,6,10) and (8,11)).The second step of our algorithm, procedure mL VDSSOL(cc; u) (where cc isa connected component of level u), allocates (u-1)-level clusters to the connectedcomponents, or processors to the critical sequences if u = 1. It can be stated asfollows:if u=1 thenFor each critical sequence sq of cc doAssign sq to a distinct processor of the current cluster: onecopy of each task of sq must be executed on the processorassigned to sq;Execute each copy ik of each task i at its lower bound bi;



1,4 1,3,7 1,2,5,91,2,6,10 8,11Fig. 3. Sequence graph extracted from Fig. 2: there are two connected components, onemade of two nodes (sequences (1,4) and (1,3,7)) and one made of three nodes (sequences(1,2,5,9), (1,2,6,10) and (8,11)).EndForelse Build the sequence graph of level u that can be extracted from cc;Compute the connected components of this sequence graph;For each connected component cc2 of this sequence graph doassign cc2 to a distinct (u-1)-level cluster of the current uth-level cluster;call mL VDSSOL(cc; u� 1);EndForEndForThe mL VDSOPT algorithm is then:call VDSLWB;Build a sequence graph sg in which there is one arc between two nodes of sg ifthere is an arc from a task of the �rst node toward a task of the second node;call mL VDSSOL(sg;m);Thus, the two connected components of Fig. 3 are scheduled on two 1st-levelclusters. In each 1st-level cluster, a processor is allocated to each critical sequenceof the corresponding connected component. The resulting schedule is representedon Fig. 4.The overall complexity of the whole mL VDSOPT algorithm is O(n2 �m2).4 Some RemarksOne can �rst note that the solution found has the same makespan than the solutionfound by VDSOPT when assuming that an as large as needed 1st-level cluster ofprocessors will be used. This implies that mL VDSOPT builds an optimal solutiontoo (if the 1st-level communications times are inferior or equal to the processingtimes). The execution dates of the copies of the tasks are the same too, imply-ing that the solution computed is an earliest schedule too (again if the 1st-levelcommunications times are inferior or equal to the processing times).So, the new algorithm presented here is an e�cient polynomial algorithm thatbuilds an optimal solution to the stated problem. The solution is an earliest scheduleon the copies of the tasks. These task copies are spread between the processorsclusters.



cluster 1:11 31 7112 41cluster 2:13 21 51 9114 22 61 101 81 1110 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13Fig. 4. The earliest schedule of copies of the tasks of Fig. 1: one 1st-level cluster is assignedto each connected component of the sequence graph, and, inside each cluster, one processoris assigned to each critical sequence.It is interesting to note too that the optimality of the algorithm does not dependon the speed of the slower communication networks between the clusters of any levelstrictly above the �rst one. Actually, the speed of these networks only a�ects thelevels of used clusters, their number at each level, and the number of processorsper 1st-level cluster used. Thus the slower these networks, the lower the levels ofthe clusters used, the less clusters used at each level, and the more processors per1st-level cluster needed. The worst case being networks between clusters so slowthat the optimal solution found is the degenerate one (everything in one 1st-levelcluster) computed by VDSOPT.Also interesting is the fact that the connected components of the sequence graphare to the 1st-level clusters what the critical sequences are to the processors: onecopy of each task of a connected component of the sequence graph of level 1 must beexecuted in a 1st-level cluster, while one copy of each task of a critical sequence ofthe critical graph must be executed on a processor. And so on at each higher level.However, the same way VDSOPT does not necessarily use the smallest number ofprocessors, mL VDSOPT does not necessarily use the smallest number of (u-1)-levelclusters per u-level cluster.Finally and most importantly, the same way critical-path algorithms are used asthe �rst step of many scheduling heuristics for real shared memory processors withlimited numbers of processors (providing priorities for list scheduling algorithms orlower bounds for branch-and-bound methods, for example), this theoretical resultmay lead to improved heuristics for tasks clustering or tasks scheduling algorithmswhen targeting real multi-levels distributed multiprocessors, where the number ofprocessors per cluster, and the number of clusters available at each level, are limited.Again, by providing priorities for new list scheduling algorithms, or lower boundsfor branch-and-bound methods, for example.
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